Abstract-The
I. INTRODUCTION
Several methods of singularity analysis are available for the class of problems under consideration. The interfacial crack of an isotropic bi-material was studied, For Mode I, II, the stress field has oscillatory singularity.
For Mode III the stress has singularity of 1 2 r − around the tip of interfacial crack without oscillatory [1] . An isotropic bi-material interface end was studied by the Mellin transform method and the stress field around the interface end shows the singularity [2] . However, based on the elastic equations and series expansion, the paper presents the general solution of anti-plane interface end. The research showed the relationship of singularity index and interface end angular [3] . A technique, applied to the bi-material wedge by Bogy [4] and others, employs a Mellin transform in the literature this last method is the only one to provide conditions for a logarithmic stress singularity. Used separation of variables on the Airy stress function, the usual determinant conditions for singularities of the form ( ) O r O r r λ − as 0 r → . The order of the determinant involved in these conditions depends upon the number of materials comprising the wedge. Two systematic methods of expanding the determinant for the N − material wedge are presented [5] . Orthotropic bi-materials anti-plane interface end of flap lap was studied by constructing new stress function and using composite complex function method of material fracture. The expression of stress fields, displacements fields and stress intensity factor around flat lap interface end are derived by solving a class of generalized bi-harmonic equations [6] . Two systems of non-homogeneous linear equations with 8 unknowns are obtained. By solving the above systems of non-homogeneous linear equations, the two real stress singularity exponents can be determined when the double material parameters meet certain conditions. The expression of the stress function and all coefficients are obtained based on the uniqueness theorem of limit [7] .
In this article, by enjoying the composite complex function method of material fracture, the singularity index λ of the tip of interfacial crack and the symmetric interface end were determined as well. The analytical expressions of the stress and displacement fields and the stress intensity factor around the interfacial crack are derived by translating the governing equation into the generalized harmonic equations. The corresponding results of asymmetric interface end can be obtained similarly. This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the Mechanical model. Section III gives the Stress function and then Section IV discusses the symmetric and asymmetric interface end, the analytical expressions of the stress and displacement fields are derived. Section V presents the conclusions.
II. MECHANICAL MODEL
An isotropic and orthotropic composite bi-material Mode III interface end with arbitrary angle is shown in Fig. 1 From the theory of elasticity, the governing equations can be expressed as µ , ( ) 
From (1) ,the special stress functions are chosen as ( )
Where ( ) (7) satisfy (1).Substituting (7) and (8) into (3),we can get ( ) 
As (7) and (8) (9), (10) and (11), (12) respectively, we can obtain the fourth-order homogeneous linear system about ( ) 
Simplify (13), we can obtain ( ) ( 
In order to make the homogeneous linear system have nonzero solutions, the determinant of the coefficient must be zero. 
A. Interficial crack An isotropic and orthotropic composite bi-material Mode III interfacial crack is shown in Fig. 2 . 
B. Symmetric right-angled Interface end
An isotropic and orthotropic composite bi-material Mode III interface end with right angle is shown in Fig. 3 . 
C. Symmetric convex and concave angled Interface end
An isotropic and orthotropic composite bi-material Mode III with symmetric convex and concave angle are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . is shown in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , case when the symmetric concave angle is determined, the stress fields singularity of the symmetric concave angled interface end is increscent with the increase of Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , case when the ratio of material parameters is determined, the stress fields singularity of the symmetric concave angled interface end increases with the concave angle increases. 
